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Pixie 
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close,  

 

K-1 
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Discuss knife 
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to pass kitchen 

knives (butter 

& chef's knife) 
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Review/Learn  

Safety circle and 

how to handle, 

use and pass 

kitchen knives 
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jackknife 
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Learn how to sharpen 
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fixed blade knife 
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to use as tinder for a 
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used for 
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plus: 

 

Learn to use, 

sharpen, pass, 
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hatchet 

Boys 

Grades K-5  

learn to open, 

handle, close 

and pass a 

jackknife & 

fixed blade, and 

make shavings 

(see 4th grade 

curriculum) 

 

6th graders also 

learn to use a 

hatchet 

 

 
Pixie – 30 minutes 
Materials: paper knives, brads for fastening, butter knife 
 
Help campers assemble paper knives using the brad. Explain that these look like the knives the older campers use. Show them how to safely open and 
close these paper knives as though they were real blades. Discuss the safety circle (“Blood circle”) and have them sit so they are no closer than arms 
length plus the length of the knife.  
 
Kindergarten/1st grade- 30 minutes 
materials:  butter knife, chef's knife 
 
Safety first.  Most girls have been told they are too little to handle knives, and they have some legitimate fears.  So start by assuring them that they can 
be safe, and that you can help them to learn to be safe, but that they should only use a knife with adult supervision. 
 
Discuss knife safety, safety circle (or blood circle-they LOVE calling it this!), making sure to always keep an arms length plus the length of your knife 
away from anyone else.  Once they are comfortable with this and have moved themselves into a large circle with appropriate distance between kids, 
introduce the tips about passing a knife:  pinch the blade with the sharp edge up, present the handle to the person you are passing it to, make eye 
contact, signal verbally and verbal acknowledge (“here's the knife”, receiver acknowledges with “thank you”) as you pass.  Practice passing a butter 
knife.  If they are comfortable with this, then practice passing a chef's knife.  Note:  some girls this age will get a little scared when they see the chef's 
knife.  Reassure that you trust they can learn to be safe.  Reinforce they are NOT to use a knife without adult permission, and encourage them to try it.   
Don't force anyone, ie, “challenge by choice”...they can choose not to participate, but encourage them to try it. 
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2nd grade- 30 minutes 
materials:  chef's knife, jackknives 
 
Safety first.  Most girls have been told they are too little to handle knives, and they have some legitimate fears.  So start by assuring them that they can 
be safe, and that you can help them to learn to be safe, but that they should only use a knife with adult supervision. 
 
Discuss knife safety, safety circle (or blood circle-they LOVE calling it this!), making sure to always keep an arms length plus the length of your knife 
away from anyone else.  Once they are comfortable with this and have moved themselves into a large circle with appropriate distance between kids, 
introduce the tips about passing a knife:  pinch the blade with the sharp edge up, present the handle to the person you are passing it to, make eye 
contact, signal verbally and verbal acknowledge (“here's the knife”, receiver acknowledges with “thank you”) as you pass.   Practice passing a chef's 
knife.  Note:  some girls this age will get a little scared when they see the chef's knife.  Reassure that you trust they can learn to be safe.  Reinforce they 
are NOT to use a knife without adult permission, and encourage them to try it.  Don't force anyone, ie, “challenge by choice”...they can choose not to 
participate, but encourage them to try it. 
 
Once you are done with the chef's knife, bring out the jackknife and teach about how to hold, open, etc.  Note:  very few girls this age have the hand 
strength to open and close jackknives. Because of this, at second grade, open one for them, and let  them practice passing it around the circle.   
 
3rd grade-30 minutes 
materials:  chef's knife, jackknives, cedar shingle, paper bags 
review: passing and handling a chef’s knife and jackknife using proper safety guidelines;  
new skills: proper technique for making wood shavings with a jackknife 
 
With the 3rd graders, follow the knife safety guidelines above about passing a chef's knife and jackknife, etc.  Then give each girl a jackknife, let them 
open it if they can, but make sure the leaders and P.A.s support them if they cannot.  Hand strength is still an issue at this age, and pulling out that 
blade is difficult.   Review closing the knife (keep fingers pinched on the side of the knife so they never get in the way of the blade) Ask them to make 
shavings.   
 
Demonstrate how to hold a piece of shingle with one hand, firmly against the ground, in front of them, and to make strokes down the corner to shave 
off bits.  Talk about having the knife “bite” into the wood, and finding the angle of the knife against the wood that will work the best.   
 
Watch for safety elements—girls who are cutting at an unsafe angle or to the side of their body, or are not holding their wood firmly against the 
ground, etc.  Some will get this right away, some will need help and practice.  Make sure leaders and P.A.s are supporting as well as you cannot help 
them all at once.  Allow some time for them to work with this, and make sure each girl is successful in making a pile of shavings, then have them close 
the knives and collect them.   Campers will need to collect shavings in a paper bag for fire building. 
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4th grade-60 minutes 
materials:  chef's knife, jackknives, fixed blade knives, sharpening stones, water, cedar shingles, paper bags 
Teach/Review: the elements of knife safety covered in the 3rd grade section.   
New skills: how to handle the fixed blade knives and sharpen them; how to sharpen jack knives them.  See attached worksheet for instructions from 
the makers of our stones.  Note:  we will use water as our lubricant. 
 
Demonstrate the use of the fixed blade knives. Explain the difference between the jack knives and the fixed blade knives Ask them to make shavings 
with the fixed blade knives.  Demonstrate how to hold a piece of shingle with one hand, firmly against the ground, in front of them, and to make 
strokes down the corner to shave off bits.  Talk about having the knife “bite” into the wood, and finding the angle of the knife against the wood that will 
work the best.  Watch for safety elements—girls who are cutting at an unsafe angle or to the side of their body, or are not holding their wood firmly 
against the ground, etc.  Some will get this right away, some will need help and practice.  Make sure leaders and P.A.s are supporting as well as you 
cannot help them all at once. 
 
Allow some time for them to work with this, and make sure each girl is successful in making a pile of shavings, then collect the knives.  Note:  4th 
graders will be using their own shavings to make a fire, so give each girl a paper bag to collect them.  They will take them when they leave tools.  
Remind leaders to take them to fire building. 
 
 
5th grade-60 minutes 
Let them choose either a jack knife or a fixed blade knife to practice with. Demonstrate the safe way to make shavings as described in 4th grade. Have 
them gather their shavings to take to fire. 
 
Show them a bow saw, which is used in camping for cutting branches and smaller wood that you wouldn't do with a hatchet or axe.  Let them take a 
turn at using the bow saw on lathe. 
 
6th grade-30 minutes during the week then up to 20 minute rotation as part of Survivor Challenge 
materials:  Shingles, hatchets, jackknives, lath 
In the 30 minute session during the week and the 20 minute morning rotation of the Survivor Challenge, the 6th graders should receive a review on 
safety with a jackknife/fixed blade knife and making shavings,  and how to use a hatchet to split wood.  We will provide shingles which are thick on one 
end and thin on the other which are very easy to split.  Review safety, kneeling, using a lever/falling straight down action to the side of their bodies (not 
swinging it towards themselves), using another shingle or a piece of lath to hold the one they are splitting. Hold the piece to be split, drop the hatchet 
straight down onto the piece, once it bites, then lift the piece itself and hit it on the ground to force the hatchet down.  
 
In the afternoon session, the girls will be supported as they use these skills, together with lashing and firebuilding, to create their own fire that is able 
to pop a balloon full of water.
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THREE TYPES OF WOOD  

 
*The following comes from page 56 of Outdoor Education in Girl Scouting, 

1996, by Girl Scouts of the United States of America.  

Comments in italics added by Laura Koch. 

 

Tinder 
“Tinder is any small piece of natural material that burns as soon as 
it is touched with a match.  It can be dry wood, dried leaves, wood 
shavings, dried pine needles or cones, bark (that’s fallen off) from a 
dead tree, or paper twisted into spirals.” Also: lichen 
 
Kindling 
“Kindling is larger in diameter than tinder, but generally smaller 
than the diameter of an adult’s thumb.  It must be thin enough to 
catch fire quickly before the tinder burns out, but large enough to 
ignite larger fuel. Twigs or splintered pieces of wood can be used 
for kindling. Both tinder and kindling should be as dry as possible to 
catch fire quickly.  To test dryness, see if the wood snaps, rather 
than bends, when broken.” 
 
Fuel 
“Fuel is larger wood that keeps a fire going.  Fuel might be charcoal 
or might be dry, seasoned wood found on the ground (or provided 
by campground host, or packed in to your site). At some sites it may 
be necessary to bring in wood for fuel or buy it.” The last sentence 
is the preferred method, especially as Girl Scouts has been working 
to assimilate the ethic of Leave No Trace. 
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GENERAL SHARPENING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. First you need to select the proper sharpening stone for your sharpening job.    

1. SILICON CARBIDE CARBO-ARK tm. (coarse) for very dull or nicked blades.  

2. WASHITA OR SOFT ARKANSAS (Medium) for preliminary honing.    

3. HARD ARKANSAS (Fine) popular finishing hone.    

4. SURGICAL BLACK ARKANSAS (Extra Fine) finest finishing hone.    

Put a small amount of Hall's Honing Oil (or any light mineral oil or water) on your stone. Using a Natural Stone without oil or water 

will damage and clog your stone. 

 

2. Place your blade flat on the end of your stone. Raise the back of your knife to an approximate 22-degree 

angle as illustrated. This angle will ensure a perfect edge. 

 

3. PULL the blade TOWARDS you, just like your are trying to carve a thin slice off the top of the stone. 

Don't be afraid to use pressure against the stone while sharpening since it will not damage the stone or your 

knife. Repeat this PULLING stroke 3 to 10 times. Remember, try to keep the same approximate sharpening 

angle all the time since this is the key to obtaining the sharpest edge 

 

4. To sharpen the other side of your knife place your blade at the opposite end of your stone and repeat 

steps 2 and 3, but instead of pulling the knife towards you push it away from you.  Repeat this stroke 3 to 

10 times as well. Remember to take a full sweep as you pull or push the knife across the stone for a full 

effect of sharpening your knife properly.  

 
 

http://hallsproedge.com/FAQ.htm

